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ABSTRACT 
In this paper we study and analyze a set of Human Resource Management (HRM) techniques and understanding of their relationship to human 

productivity. We have classified the set of HRM techniques for the firm sizes which are small, medium, and big sized firms. This segregation 

was done on the basis of the number of employees working in the firm. First, by theoretically analyzing the HRM techniques, it was observed 

that HRM techniques and productivity are highly correlated, and also by theoretical study only we select the most prominent set of HRM 

techniques, then out of those HRM techniques top three techniques for each of the firm sizes was statistically estimated by performing TOPSIS 

analysis which is a Multi-Criteria Decision Making(MCDM) tool. The results are tabulated for the set of top three HRM techniques for each 

of the firm size. 

 
INTRODUCTION 

An effective human resource management (HRM) framework is the most important resource for an organization as it is 

related to the productivity is closely related of the employee as well as to the productivity of the organization. The HRM provides 

avenues for providing insights to various areas wherein productivity can be improved significantly. Various studies have 

demonstrated that the executions of proper administration frameworks and procedures  add to usefulness enhancements under the 

observation of cost and investment risk. HRM frameworks are firmly connected with business techniques, hence it decidedly 

influences business execution too. 

Human resource management techniques can be briefly described as a comprehensive approach to managing employees and 

an organization's culture and environment and range over a wide band some of which are mentioned here; Mentoring, Workplace 

Climate Assessment, Performance Evaluation, Incentive Systems, Improve Work/life Balance, Providing security to employees, 

Selective hiring: Hiring the right people, Self-managed and effective teams, Fair and performance-based compensation, Training in 

relevant skills, Creating a flat and egalitarian organization, Making information easily accessible and others. Productivity in simple 

terms can be defined as a measure of how well resources are utilized to produce output which in our case our human resources, all 

the mentioned factors contribute towards the productivity of the organization's employees the more efficiently and optimally the 

HRM practices are managed the higher the scale of productivity reaches and in this paper we will be studying and analyzing this 

concept using theoretical study and analytical tools.Productivity in simple terms can be defined as a measure of how well resources 

are utilized to produce output which in our case our human resources, and it will be measured against HRM factors. which would be 

Flexible working hours, Performance assessment, Training and development, Benefit system, and Working Environment. 

 

LITERATURE REVIEW 
1. (By Mihalj Bakator, Nikola Petrovic, Sladana Boric, Natasa Đalic “impact of human resource management on business 

performance: a review of literature” The impact of human resource management (HRM) on corporate performance is examined 

in this research. The major purpose was to conduct a thorough and systematic assessment of literature in the areas of human 

resource management and company performance, culminating in a brief review report. Because there is a substantial body of 

literature on the HRM-business performance link, there was plenty of room for a comprehensive review of numerous papers. 

To be more specific, two hundred and twelve(212) papers were examined, with 187 being eliminated after multiple stages of 

the review process. 

2. (By Liang-Hsuan Chen Shu-Yi Liaw Tzai-Zang Lee) “Using an HRM pattern approach to examine the productivity of 

manufacturing firms - An empirical study“ this paper shows the control of human resource management (HRM) on business 

performance. The main aim was to thoroughly and systematically survey literature in the domain of HRM, and business 

performance that evolved in a brief review paper. A wide body of literature label the HRM-business performance link, thus 

there was many room for an extensive analysis of various articles. 

3. (By Magdalena Majowska, Agata Austen) “human resources management effectiveness from a multilevel perspective” 

Although it has already proven that there is a positive relationship between the effectiveness of HRM and the performance of 
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the organization, there is a little reason why this positive relationship exists and the reason is the focus on the enterprise level, 

instead of examining behavioral aspects of every individual in the organizations. . The goal of this paper is to complete the 

gap in HRM effectiveness research by applying a multilevel approach. The research was conducted to examine how HRM 

effectiveness was linked to other variables in previous research according to the multilevel logic 

4. (By Ray Markey, Candice Harris, Felicity Lamm, Stefan Kesting, Katherine Ravenswood, Gay Simpkin & David Williamson)  

“improving productivity through enhancing employee wellbeing and participation” 

This paper frames the rationale and methodology for an international comparative project exploring the connections between 

working environment productivity and worker wellbeing and through means of representation of employee representative interest 

structures in Denmark and New Zealand. It will define and examine the frequently contented terms of efficiency and how worker 

support and prosperity and the workplace sway on efficiency. This paper utilizes a complex hypothetical system and will evaluate 

the significance of the issues inspected: investigate the effect {of employment practices and the nature of the workplace on 

usefulness: and accordingly presell the procedure fostered the task. 

1. (By Jolanta Jaskiene) “HRM practices enhancing research performance” This paper aims to show how HRM practice 

improves research performance. Attention is towards the specific correlates that influence high research performance at 

institutions of higher education. To respond to the research question a deep analysis of past research studies is done. This 

study grants an explanation of explicit HRM practices that impact individual research brilliance used and lead to 

investigation the splendor. HRM practices are arranged into skill improvement, motivation improvement, and opportunity-

upgrading practices for research-situated work. Results mirror the references of past examinations to investigate 

determinants of exploration execution in a complicated and underlying way and uncover a particular arrangement of HRM 

practices that empower to change of individual attributes into execution 

2. (By Naveed Iqbal, Mansoor Ahmad , Matthew M.C. Allen ) “This study draws upon social exchange theory to explore the 

role of impersonal trust as an intermediate value-creating factor between electronic human resource management (e-HRM) 

and productivity”. The purpose of this paper is to seek the extraction and ”result of impersonal trust inside associations to 

give a comprehensive perspective on e-HRM and employee efficiency. This is the principal study to inspect how impersonal 

trust intervenes the connection between e-HRM and worker efficiency. 

3. (By Denise Jackson, Sonia Ferns, David Rowbottom & Diane Mclaren) “Improving the work-integrated learning experience 

through a third-party advisory service” The assistance was establish to broke connections among industry and colleges, 

support boss occupied with WIL, and improve the WIL experience for both the students and managers. It was executed 

north of a 10-month time frame, covering two semesters, during 2015. 46 students work placement were conducted through 

service with strong promotional campaign to raise awareness of the benefit of WIL among the employers. Information were 

assembled from taking part employers and students to assess the help and measure its success. During WIL process 

discussion, strategies to enhance service to better manage issues 

4. (By J. Bruce Tracey) “A review of human resources management research The past 10 years and implications for moving 

forward”the motive behind the paper is to introduce an audit of the (HR) research that has been published throughout the 

course of recent years in discipline-based and hospitality explicit journal and recognize key patterns and potential open 

doors for future exploration. The paper appears as a critical review of extant literature in The overall HR the executives 

and cordiality HR the board fields. 

5. (Corine Boon, Deanne N. Den Hartog, David P. Lepak) “In the essential human resource (HR) the management literature 

, throughout the course of three decade , a common agreement has fostered that the attention ought to be on HR frameworks 

as opposed to individual HR practices in light of the fact that the impacts of HR practices are probably going to rely upon 

different practices inside the framework. In spite of this understanding, the degree to which the essential presumption in the 

field of connections and collaboration in the framework remains constant is muddled. We present a methodical survey of 

495 experimental investigations on 516 HR frameworks in which we examine the advancement of HR frameworks research 

over the long run and distinguish significant patterns, unequivocally connecting conceptualization and estimation of the 

HR framework" 

6.    (by ken mayhew andy neely) “improving productivity— opening the black box ”Hourly productivity levels in the UK still 

remain behind those in some competitors countries. The goverment gives a lot of policy regard for upgrading usefulness 

and keeps on accentuating its five drivers-speculation, development, abilities, venture, and contest. This article contends 

that it is venture extensively characterized that is the way to supported usefulness improvement. The accentuation ought to 

be on further developing usefulness all the while with working on the nature of creation. Just accordingly will the additions 

be generally shared. In accomplishing these points there are two requirements for strategy producers. The first is to 

guarantee preferred coordination of strategy over seems, by all accounts, to be as of now accomplished by the present 

departmental designs in Whitehall" 

7.     (by evan m. berman) “hrm in development: lessons and frontiers”This article examines contribution of human resources 

management (HRM) to reinforcing state organizations being developed settings. It likewise recognizes driving practices 

and outskirts in HRM practice and exploration. "Specialized" HRM aptitude being developed exists in coordinating 

hierarchical execution with staffing, advancing decentralization, global undertaking the executives, and preparing, and 

research likewise shows broad worries with support and hostile to defilement. Boondocks are examined regarding vital 

HRM, prominently further developed initiative turn of events/ability the executives, labor force commitment in creating 
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settings, re-examining/professionalization of representative chief relations, extensive HRM techniques, and expanded 

administration for HRM itself. 

 

OBJECTIVE & THEORY 
In this paper, we have taken into consideration a total of five HRM Techniques that would have a high influence on the 

productivity of employees, which were selected after a proper review of multiple publications and theoretical study. Each of these 

five HRM Techniques was then analyzed for three different firm sizes that are small, medium, and big then for each firm size ranks 

were provided to the five HRM Techniques on the basis of three parameters that are “Impact”, “Need”, and “Feasibility” among 

which top 3 were considered as the most prominent HRM techniques i.e. having the highest influence on employees productivity 

thereby we would obtain the correlation between HRM Techniques and Human productivity. 

Now let us explain the five HRM techniques that we have taken into consideration- 

(i) Flexible working hours-This technique gives freedom to workers to choose the working hours in which they want to work 

according to their personal needs. 

(ii) Performance assessment- This is used to measure how well the employee performed their given task and is very much similar 

to KPIs (Key Performance Indicators) 

(iii) Training & development- In this, the employee is trained and provided knowledge about the kind of work that he/she is going 

to perform 

(iv) Benefit system- In this, the employee is provided with some extra perks on the basis of the quality of the work that they deliver 

like bonuses, a trip sponsored by the company, etc. 

(v) Working Environment- Here the social relationship among the employees between the employees and the management is 

considered, how the physical environment is around the staff and how freely the employees can work. 

Also, we would now provide an understanding of the 3 parameters that we would be used to classify the five selected HRM 

techniques- 

(i) Impact- This factor is used to denote the influence of our selected HRM Technique on Human productivity 

(ii) Need- This factor takes into account the extent to which we require our set of HRM Techniques in order to improve productivity 

(iii) Feasibility- This factor is highly crucial as it provides us with information on whether it is possible to perform the selected 

HRM Technique. 

Since in this research paper we have primarily focused on three different firm sizes namely small, medium and big and they have 

mainly been classified on the basis of no. of employees that are there in the firm, after doing theoretical research we were able to 

conclude that firms having members between 0-200 are classified under small for example startups, then firms having members 

between 200-2000 are considered as medium-sized, for firms having more than 2000 and even up to 1,00,000 members or more are 

considered as a big firm, for example, any MNC. 

 

METHODOLOGY 
A survey of 61 individuals was conducted which mostly included individuals above 18 that were either graduates or post-

graduates. A total of 45(15 for small size firms, 15 for medium-sized firms, and 15 for big size firms) questions were asked to each 

and every one of them, and on a scale of 1-5, the individual had to mark the answer. For ex- Let us consider one of our HRM 

techniques among the five, say “Flexible working hours” and let us consider our three criteria impact, need, and feasibility. Then, 

the questions asked were Impact of “Flexible working hours”, Need of “Flexible working hours” and Feasibility of “Flexible 

working hours” where each question was provided with a scale of 1-5 and the individual had to rate that question on the basis of 

the influence it would have on the human productivity (in the scale of 1-5 where, 1-very low, 2-low, 3-medium, 4-high, 5-very 

high) say an individual thinks the impact of flexible working hours would be low in “small” scale firm, then he marks the option 

2. If he thinks it would be medium in a “medium” scale firm he marks 3. If he thinks it would be very high in a “Big” scale firm 

he marks 5. Similarly, a questionnaire of 45 questions was prepared and a total of 61 responses were recorded using which we 

performed our TOPSIS analysis. 

For calculating the ranks of HR Techniques in three different firm sizes, that are “small”, “medium” and “large” firms we 

have performed Fuzzy TOPSIS Analysis which a 

Multi-Criteria Decision Making(MCDM) Technique used to evaluate a set of methods on the basis of certain parameters, 

where those certain parameters are provided weightage by the decision-makers on the basis of which performance rating is 

calculated which is used to provide ranks to the selected set of methods. 

In TOPSIS analysis the weight that has been distributed to the criteria plays a major role in determining the final result, so 

first using the CRITIC method we have distributed the weight to each parameter that is “impact”, “need” and “feasibility” for each 

firm size and then we have applied TOPSIS analysis 

So basically CRITIC method has been applied three times since we are working with three different firm sizes. After that 

TOPSIS analysis has also been performed three times for calculating the top 3 HRM techniques for “small”, “medium”, and “big” 

firms. 

Before we begin the CRITIC method for weight determination or TOPSIS analysis, we have prepared a single matrix for 

both our HRM techniques and criteria together by taking the 

mean of the 61 values that we have obtained during our survey for the three firm sizes, it is represented below- 
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Above are the actual tables which we obtained, in which each cell value of the matrix was obtained by taking averages of the 

61 responses collected during the survey, to ease our calculation the tables were then approximated which is represented 

below- 

 

Now we will see how the CRITIC method is used to provide weightage to the criteria impact, need, and feasibility we will show 

this by calculating weightage for small size firms, and then similarly weightages can be calculated for medium and big firm sizes. 

 
The CRITIC Method for the small-sized firm is discussed below- 

(i) Here is our decision matrix- 
 

The first step is to calculate the best and worst value for each criterion- 

 

 
 

Then normalize the decision matrix by applying the formula below to each cell- 
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After applying the formula we get- 
 

(ii) Calculate the standard deviation for each criterion, the matrix is shown below- 
 

(iii) Determine the symmetric matrix, for the criteria by using the correlation each criterion has with each other the matric is 

presented below- 

 
 

(iv) Calculate the measure of conflict using the formula mentioned- 

It is represented in the table below- 
 

 
(v) Then we calculate the Cj value by using the formula mentioned below- 
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It is shown below- 

 
(vi) Then finally we calculate the weights for each criteria using the formula shown below- 

The weights are represented in the table shown here- 

 

Similarly, the weights for medium-firm size are- 

And the weight for big firm size are- 

 

 
Now we will discuss how TOPSIS analysis has been applied step by step in order to obtain the required results. Here how the 

TOPSIS analysis has been applied to “Small” firm size is shown and in a similar manner it can be applied to “Medium” and “Big” 

firm sizes 

 
Small Firm 

(i) Initially the weights that we have calculated from the CRITIC Method would be assigned to the three Criterias- “Impact”, “Need” 

and “Feasibility” as shown below- 
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Now the normalized matrix would be calculated using the formula mentioned below- 

After applying the formula to each cell we had our “normalized matrix” as- 

 

 

(ii) In this step we will calculate the “Weighted normalized matrix” using the formula mentioned below- 

 
After applying the formula to each cell we had our “Weighted normalized matrix” as- 
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(iii) Here we will be calculating the ideal best and ideal worst value, as here all three criteria that we have considered are 

“beneficial criteria” so the ideal best value(V+) and ideal worst value(V-) for each criterion would be the maximum and 

minimum value in that respective criteria(In excel this was calculated using the max and min function)- 

Ideal best,V+ = Max value of specific criteria Ideal worst,V- = Min 

value of specific criteria 

 
Here is the matrix for Ideal Best/Worst value- 

 

 
 

(iv) In this step we will be calculating the Euclidean distance from the ideal best(Si+) and Euclidean distance from the ideal 

worst(Si-) using the formula mentioned below- 

 

 
 

 
After applying the formula we were able to obtain the Si+ and Si- values as represented below- 

 

(v) For this step we will be calculating the performance score using the formula mentioned below- 

 

 
The performance score(P) is represented below- 
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(vi) In the last step we will be providing “Ranks” to the five selected techniques on the basis of performance scores, the 

technique with the highest performance score is ranked 1, and the technique with the second-highest score is ranked 2, and so 

on. 

Below we have presented the rankings provided to the HRM Techniques- 

 
 

 

The top three techniques for “small” business firms are highlighted in red as can be seen in the table above. 

In a similar fashion, we will be calculating the ranks for the same set of five HRM techniques for “Medium” and “Big” size firms 

and the final ranks would be provided to them. 

 
The final ranks obtained for “Medium” firm size are shown below- 

 
 

The final ranks obtained for “Big” firm size are mentioned below- 
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CONCLUSION 
After performing TOPSIS analysis we were able to obtain the top three HRM Techniques for three different firm sizes which are 

collectively represented in the table below- 

 

 
Now we will provide a theoretical explanation for each of the techniques that came as top three in each firm size after we have 

performed the statistical TOPSIS analysis. 

➢ SMALL-SIZED FIRM- 

1. Training & Development- This technique would have the highest influence on productivity as in a small-sized firm the 

number of employees is already few and if those few employees are not trained properly then they would fail to accomplish 

the task efficiently thus their productivity will decrease. 

2. Working Environment- It is important because a small-sized firm already have less than 200 members so among such a 

small group if the social relations of employees with their management are not good then and the environment is stressed 

then the employee would not be able to give his best thereby his/her productivity will decrease. 

3. Benefit system- Clearly if we provide extra perks to the employee like bonuses, gift vouchers etc on the basis of the quality 

of work he/she delivers then the employees would try to improve the quality of their work even more which will increase 

their productivity but it is ranked as three since it is not possible for a small size firm like startup to give extra perks. 

 

➢ MEDIUM-SIZED FIRM - 

1. Performance Assessment- It is necessary to keep track of how an employee is performing by measuring his KPIs as it 

directly indicates how productive the employee is, so if performance assessment is done at regular intervals the employee 

would try to maintain his KPI which will increase his productivity and it is essential in a growing firm such as a medium-

sized firm. 

2. Benefit system- As is the case of small scale firm the benefit system would have a similar impact but here it is ranked 2 

since for a medium-sized firm it is more possible to provide extra incentives than a small-sized firm 

3. Training Development- For a medium-sized firm also it is necessary to train the newly recruited employee since their 

selection procedure is not highly efficient as that of a big firm so for the employee to work optimally training is required. 

 

➢ BIG-SIZED FIRM 

1. Performance Assessment- Measuring the KPIs is highly essential in a big firm as it has a large number of employees so 

until and unless the KPIs of the employees are tracked properly their productivity can decrease. 

2. Flexible working hours- As in a big firm the pressure and work load both increases so to remove that load flexible working 

hours can be provided in which they would work for say eight hours a day but not continuously as per their convenience. 

3. Benefit system- It can be seen this criterion would always play a role in increasing productivity as the employee develops 

a tendency to deliver quality work since he/she would be awarded for that it is ranked third here even though it is easily 

feasible for a big firm to provide benefits as the above two mentioned criteria played a better role for influencing human 

productivity in this case. 
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We can also conclude that the benefits system i.e. providing the employee with extra benefits such as bonuses, free vacations, 

vouchers, or gifts if they deliver quality work is a common top three HRM techniques in each firm size, also training and 

development along with performance assessment( used to measure the KPIs of the employee) plays a major role in human 

productivity as they are repeated twice, then we have a working environment and flexible working hours which also have significant 

importance. 
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